t u rquoi se

Lilac-breasted Roller
Reproduced with permission of Ed Aylmer, South Africa, Lilac Breasted Roller © 2009.
The Lilac-breasted Roller is widely distributed in sub-Saharan Africa. It is about 37 cm (14½ in) long
and has a turquoise-green head with violet and turquoise chest that is easily visible in the bush.

I chose this bird to represent turquoise and jade green
as these colours are prominent in its plumage.

materials
white church linen or cotton
satin, approx. 30 x 32 cm
(12 x 12½ in)
DMC stranded cotton, and
silks, as listed in key
crewel needles sizes 9, 10
frame approx. 27 x 30 cm
(10½ x 12 in) or hoop 25
cm (10 in) diameter

tracing outline
actual size: reduce or enlarge as desired
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Lilac-breasted Roller
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top branch
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wing: tan section

breast
wing: blue section

legs & toes
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twig

stitch guide
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preparation

thread key

Wash and iron the fabric.

DMC stranded cotton is used in
this project.

Transfer the outline onto the centre

Pull a thread at right angles to find
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the straight grain on both the linen
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may need to adjust this occasionally
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as you stitch to keep it taut.
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and backing fabric.
Line up the fabrics with the grain
and overcast the edges of both
pieces of fabric together on a sewing
machine or tack by hand.
Mount in hoop or frame ensuring
that the fabric is drum tight. You

One strand of thread is used throughout
this project unless otherwise indicated.
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turquoise

DMC

of the linen fabric.

method
1: Branches

A 3866 off-white

G 611 med brown

B 613 pale brown

H 3781 dark brown

C 3864
light rose brown

I 3021
dark grey-brown

D 612 light brown

J 3371
very dark brown

F 3863
med rose brown

Main branch
Start at the base of the branch as shown.
Work rows of long and short stitch from
the outside edge, along the first section of
the branch up to the tail, in A, B, C, D, G
and H.
Blend the shades into each other and
place the lighter shades along the top and
the darker shades underneath to create
shadows.
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Lilac-breasted Roller

branches key

Continue filling the branch with A, B, C, D,
E, F, G and H as before.

If you find this confusing, try filling the
whole branch with shades B, C, D, E
and F. Then go back and add highlights with A
and shadows with G and H. This can be done
by blending in straight stitches on top of the
previous ones.

Using I (very dark brown) go back and
add random stitches to create notches
along the branch.
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Top branch
Fill with A, B, C and D. Add shadows with
G and notches with H.
Twig
Fill with shades of A, B and C. Add
shadows with D and G. This small branch
can be filled with rows of split stitch if
preferred.

turquoise

top branch

twig

2: Leg and toes

leg & toes key

Fill the leg and toes with satin stitch in A.

A 3023

Blend in a few straight stitches in B.

B 646

Add shadows beneath the toes and
‘notches’ as shown using straight stitches
in C.
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C 3021

2: Tail

tail key

Start at the base of the tail and work up

A 939

I 502

B 3750

J 3768

C 3765

K 924

Work the underneath of the tail in long and

D 807

L 844

short stitch using E, D and C.

E 3811

M 3799

F 3849

N 3371

Work the two top sections in long and

G 3817

O 926

short stitch using H, G and F.

the tail in split stitch using A and B.

H 928

Continue working along the tail and

Lilac-breasted Roller

up into the lower body, as shown in the
second photograph, in long and short
stitch, using the darker shades of I, J and
K, and then into the shadows beneath the
wing in L, M and N.
When coming up into the lower body start
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to reverse the shades from N so that they
become lighter, as follows: M, L, J and
finally O.
Stop filling the body at this stage – you
will come back to it later. You need to start
on the wings, which are behind the body
and breast feathers.
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2: Wing: blue section

blue wing section key

Fill the underneath area of the wing (on
the right next to the breast feathers) with
dark shades C and D. The breast feathers

A 3849

D 3799

B 807

E 3371

C 3765

will overlap this area later.
Outline each feather segment with B in
split stitch.
Start at the base of the feathers near the
tail and fill each segment before going
onto the next. Fill each segment with long
turquoise

and short stitch, starting from the base
towards the top in B, C & D. Make a split
stitch line in E to create a cast shadow.
Work the piece that joins the tail in long
and short stitch using A, B, C and D.

3: Wing: tan section

tan wing section key

Again, start at the base of the feathers
near the tail and fill each segment before
going onto the next.

A 951

D 3862

B 3856

E 3781

C 436

Outline each segment in split stitch using B.
Fill the first (lowest) long segment with
long and short stitch in B, C, D and E.
Fill all the other segments in B, C and D.
Stagger the first row of stitches over the
segment to create a feathered look.
At the top of the wing (near the breast)
work as one segment only – allow these
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